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ABSTRACT 1
KAR, SHRUTI. M.S., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University, 2018. Multi-Scale and Multi-Modal Streaming Data Aggregation and Processing for Decision
Support during Natural Disasters.

With the surge in digital information systems, there is a data deluge from various
sources that can be analyzed and integrated to produce relevant, reliable and actionable
information, for better decision making.
We employ multi-modal data (i.e., unstructured text, gazetteers, and imagery) for an
aggregate level analysis and location-centric demand/request matching in the context of
disaster relief. After classifying the Need expressed in a tweet (the WHAT), we leverage
OpenStreetMap to geolocate that Need on a computationally accessible map of the local
terrain (the WHERE) populated with location features such as hospitals and housing. Further, our novel use of flood mapping based on satellite images of the affected area supports
the elimination of candidate resources that are not accessible by road transportation.
The resulting map-based visualization of the tool DisasterRecord: Disaster response
and relief coordination, serves two levels of users. A community level user (first-responders)
can visualize aggregated summary of a selected geographical area and an individual level
user can identify current needs and available resources in their geographic proximity. Additionally, our pluggable, modularized pipeline (DisasterRecord) is extensible so that additional functionality can be layered on top of the map. The integration of disaster-related
tweets, imagery and pre-existing knowledge-base resources (gazetteers) reduce decisionmaking latency and enhance resiliency by assisting decision-makers and first responders
involved with relief effort coordination.

1

http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/DisasterRecord,https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=LuTqBxiIIZc&t
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Introduction
1.1

Overview

Recent catastrophic events, e.g., resulting from floods and hurricanes, combined with increased urbanization and interdependent infrastructure reveal an increasing vulnerability to
natural and human-made hazards. In 2017, more than 16 major natural disasters occurred
in the USA alone, which varied in type and geographic coverage. As a result, there were
452 fatalities and a record loss exceeding $306 billion in economic cost [1, 4]. Additionally, such major disasters have long lasting effects on the daily lives of affected people [2].
To mitigate these effects, timely, accurate, and as much complete information as possible
is fundamental to effective decision making for different tasks including response and rescue, and for different units including logistics, and medical services1 . The need for timely
response challenges response teams to overcome uncertainty in the input data to glean situational awareness that supports decision making and resource planning. However, timely
extraction, integration, and organization of actionable information from the available data
streams is very challenging due to their big data characteristics. Furthermore, response
organizations must leverage existing data sources for preparedness and planning, beyond
the response to a disaster event so as to minimize future negative impacts. Organizations
must move from the mostly static processes of information collection and sensemaking to a
more dynamic approach, that allows collaboration and information sharing across organiza1

https://www.fema.gov/national-incident-management-system

1

tions at different levels. However, the large-scale of noisy unstructured data [47] (volume),
heterogeneity of data sources ranging from official reports/news to spreadsheets (variety),
streaming data with partial, changing or incomplete information for a region (velocity),
and the lack of actionable and verified information are the key challenges for response
organizations to take action.
With the surge in digital information systems, the spread of social media has enabled
access to a broader range of data. Timely exploitation of such critical data to make valuable
decisions and take action continue to challenge those involved in disaster management.
Therefore, a resilience framework must accommodate precise information for action at
various levels of analysis, posing substantial challenges [13], which include characterizing
hazards with an integrated ontology across voluminous, multi-modal data sources, facilitating rescue/response actions, and assessing the effects of pre- and post-disaster actions on
individual needs.

1.1.1

Importance of multi-modal data

Large volumes of data of various modalities get created during a crisis event. The data
acquired from a single modality cannot provide a thorough understanding of the topic of
interest. Exploiting, analyzing and curating multiple sources of data for the same topic of
interest adds different dimensions of knowledge to the system [27]. Additionally, the dire
need for real-time, integrated, coherent multi-modal data from various sources to make
sense of the situation during a crisis event is the motivation for substantial research efforts
[21]. In this thesis, we propose a system that integrates data from different sources such
as social media, pre-disaster data and satellite imagery to carry out prescriptive analytics
for response and relief coordination and suggest situation-specific remedial actions. As a
modularized pipeline, the system is open to the addition of layers of information to promote
better and faster, comprehensive decision making [24].

2

Figure 1.1: Tweet example with nuggets of information

1.1.2

Nature of multi-modal data

Social media is a significant source of data during a crisis event. Twitter users post short
texts as updates. For example, during the 2015 Chennai Floods, someone posted: “Need
Commercial Gas Cylinders for a Kitchen preparing food for Chennai Flood Relief”2 . These
messages (a.k.a. tweets) reveal Needs (i.e., gas cylinder in the previous example) and requires matching with possible available help. These messages can provide critical information to first responders and individual decision-makers to contribute effectively to the relief
efforts [18, 39]. Yet, few of these messages contain geo-tagged metadata to localize the
report3 . However, tweet text itself authored by users during crisis events may contain crucial albeit unstructured location-centric information (such as incident reports) even when
explicit geo-tagging is absent, such as in the tweet shown in Figure 1.14 . The ability to
extract location specific information from this unstructured terminology and attach other
relevant information is critical for timely assistance by the first responders.

1.2

Contributions

The ability to extract relevant information from these sources and employ a method for
coordinating relief efforts can have a huge impact on the disaster response efforts. To
2

https://twitter.com/mdkaamil/status/672790363044634625
https://bit.ly/1R2HXBh
4
https://twitter.com/cyrushavo/status/672758171551834112
3

3

achieve this, we developed DisasterRecord: Disaster response and relief coordination, a
pipeline that utilizes multi-modal data (i.e., unstructured text, gazetteers, and satellite imagery). DisasterRecord allows first responders to visualize an aggregated location summary
and match location-centric Needs and options for available help while taking into account
transportation constraints and available options in the local area of a disaster.
The proposed system (DisasterRecord) substantially reduces the burden of analysis,
interpretation, and decision making in comparison with state of the art tools. It enables
automatic filtering, categorizing, and crucially, geolocating textual as well as image objects of social media data. Additionally, the tool analyzes geographical data and integrates
satellite imagery processed for relevant features (such as flooded urban areas) for better
decision making. All social media data processing is in real-time. Thus, DisasterRecord
remains current to meet real-time coordination during the unfolding of a disaster. The iterative design of the tool, along with our ability to test and demonstrate it with real-world
data (millions of tweets, background knowledge, satellite images, etc.) of disasters (such
as Kerala flood 2018, Houston flood 2016, and Chennai flood 2015) allowed us to benefit from professional feedback form some of the most active humanitarian and non-profit
organizations in the area, e.g., Joint IDP Profiling Service, Nepal Monitor, and Digital
Humanitarian Network.
DisasterRecord provides first-responders and affected people a means to coordinate
relief efforts and enable information dissemination to promote situational awareness. The
tool is designed to meet the needs of the humanitarian and disaster response workers to
address the challenges faced by them. The tool is available online for free as an open
source project at https://github.com/shrutikar/d-record.

4

1.3

Thesis Statement

Given a disaster event with a known spatial context, can we extract the knowledge from
multimodal data including targeted crowd-sourced data, the Twitter stream, and Satellite
imagery along with pre-disaster data and intertwine them with locations on the map to
provide decision-support with real-time situational awareness?

1.4

Thesis Structure

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the related work in the field with
respect to each of our area of contribution. Chapter 3 presents the full system architecture
and the components that make up the system. Chapter 4 presents the methods used in
each of these areas in our pipeline. Chapter 5 presents the results and evaluation method.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the usage of the tool. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with
suggestions for future work.

5

Related Work
The related work crosses several areas including disaster ontologies, Need classification,
Need matching, flood mapping, and data visualization. The following related works inform
the DisasterRecord pipeline and clarifies its contributions.

2.1

Disaster-Centric Ontologies

Disaster specific events, often are related with instantiated time and location(s), and therefore, the response and relief coordination pipeline is location-centric with response dissemination details.
The state-of-the-art in event representation for disaster response [3, 11, 26, 29, 32, 43,
44] is critically limited with respect to representation of event evolution over time, event
inter-dependencies, multiple levels of abstraction, integration with response (intentional
intervention), standardized using ontologies (especially object ontologies), and the evaluation and the useable dissemination of recommended action. To assess the related work, we
developed a list of requirements with competency questions for evaluation [42]. Table 2.1
presents the requirements for a location-centric disaster ontology and evaluation of state of
the art techniques against these competency questions.
Available event taxonomies do not make explicit the nature of the relationship between
“linked” concepts. Their coverage is also limited for reasoning. For example, the Management of Crisis (MOAC) vocabulary [29] improves coverage but is incomplete concerning

6

Competency Questions

[3]

[37]

[15]

[29]

[26]

X

[6, 12]

[10]

[32]

[44]

X

X

Spatial details

X

X

Temporal details

X

X

Coverage - depth and breadth

X

Thematic details

X

X

X

X

Response details [2.2,2.3]

Table 2.1: Evaluation of state of the art ontologies and taxanomies against our competency
questions
the specification of the semantic relationship between vocabulary terms/concepts. Similarly, CrisisNLP [3], CrisisLex [43] as used in CREES and Wang [15] lack the granularity
required for describing response, missing crucial temporal, spatial, and thematic details.
UNOCHA’s Humanitarian eXchange Language (HXL)1 that relies on Semantic Web technology and Linked Open Data suffers from many of these limitations [26, 25]. HXL, which
represents progress before there existed such an interoperability specification, lacks a disciplined design method or adequate coverage. It merely reuses generic ontologies (FOAF
[14], DCMI [19] and Open Geospatial Consortium [5]), but ignores existing disaster and
event ontologies. Our SOCS Crisis Ontology (SOCC) [6, 12] extended HXL and MOAC
but lacks concepts for coordinating demand and supply during crises. EDXL-RESCUER
Ontology [10], designed for data exchange with legacy systems, does not work well with
social media data. Although the Social Media and Emergency Management (SMEM) ontology [32] combines the crisis domain with social media, it is coarse-grained and not open
source. Further, hierarchical models that attempt to organize the vocabulary to manage
breadth and depth are computationally demanding, limiting the number of event classes.
W. Wang et al. [44] presents an event ontology that is limited concerning spatiotemporalthematic reasoning.
Given the above limitations, DisasterRecord uses a location-centric ontology to assist
in matching relevant needs with available help to support a disaster response use-case as
1

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hxl-team/HXL-Vocab/master/Tools/
hxl.ttl

7

Crisis event

# Tweets

Dates

Chennai Flood 2015

0.41 million

11/08/2015-12/14/2016

Houston Flood 2016

1.7 million

04/15/2016-04/23/2016

Louisiana Flood 2016

0.42 million

08/12/2016-08/22/2016

Hurricane Harvey 2017

4 million

09/20/2017-10/23/2017

Hurricane Irma 2017

4.5 million

09/01/2017-10/05/2017

Hurricane Maria 2017

4 million

09/20/2017-10/23/2017

Mexico City Earthquake 2017

0.4 million

09/19/2017-10/23/2017

Hurricane Nate 2017

0.26 million

10/07/2017-10/23/2017

Hurricane Florence 2018

2.4 million

09/09/2018-09/16/2018

Table 2.2: Data we collected for major natural disasters in USA, Mexico, and India.

discussed in Chapter 4.2.

2.2

Need Classification

Finding relevant nuggets of descriptive information is critical at disaster onset and throughout response and recovery [31]. An overwhelming volume, velocity, and variety of incoming social data requires sophisticated and novel approaches to data processing and analysis
[45]. We collected over 2 million tweets for Hurricane Florence containing “florence” and
“hurricane” between Sep. 9, 2018 and Sep. 16, 2018. We crawled a significant amount of
crisis-related tweets (see Table 2.2) by filtering on crisis-related keywords and hashtags.
For extracting the type of Needs (e.g. food, shelter, or medical) from text data, stateof-the-art Need classification techniques such as [37] focus on the identification of information type. However, these techniques do not provide a comprehensive solution for matching classification output. Cameron et al. [16] merely summarizes disaster information at
a certain geographical level without providing any actionable decisions for response and
relief. Instead, they provide summaries of topics to decision makers. Previous classification techniques, such as [12], use an ontology and location detection to enhance situational

8

awareness by recognizing the interdependencies between disaster events, which helps in
the early identification of Needs. Inspired by these techniques, DisasterRecord employs a
coarser Need classifier to make its classifications compatible with the typical affordances
of relief locations (e.g., a shelter can support a variety of Needs such as food and water,
whereas a hospital can provide medical and rescue support Needs). In other words, we resort to coarser needs (as opposed to fine-grained needs) for effective and real-time matching
because available help centers satisfy multiple needs.

2.3

Matching

Purohit et al.’s [39] Seekers and Suppliers matching technique uses hand-crafted rules to
match the Need requested with a possible provider, e.g., matching someone offering shelter with someone seeking shelter. Other approaches to Need matching such as [17] uses
structured input from users and utilizes moderators in the loop to match those Needs with
organizations presently available to help. The Need-capacity matching technique by [38]
quantifies the degree of impact of a disaster and prioritizes the matching accordingly. Finally, [33] provides both online and offline solutions for requesting, providing and coordinating resources.
Limitations of the above work include: (a) the faulty assumption that all routes are
available for matching by assuming the full accessibility of roads during a disaster [40],
and (b) the matching problem being solved for a different level of granularity than for the
required individual level of Needs.

2.4

Flood Mapping

Some logistical matching methods assume the full accessibility of routes. Hu et al. [20],
for example, provides an algorithm for optimal path selection in a logistics supply-chain
management system. In contrast, [34] provides a portal for UN staff to upload spatial
9

Figure 2.1: Multi-modal data visualization by DisasterRecord

data including satellite images and crowdsourced data that can identify blocked routes.
We use our customized state-of-the-art human-guided flood mapping technique [28] to
prune the flooded routes to reflect the situation on the ground relevant for better-informed
transportation.

2.5

Data Visualization

The majority of the visualization techniques in the literature place geo-tagged tweets on a
map [30] or display users’ structured input such as in [41]. However, these techniques fail
for social media-based systems where geo-tagged tweets are relatively infrequent, and the
information is buried inside unstructured texts. Junior et al. [23] showed the effectiveness
of layered visualization systems, where each layer can contain a different source of information. In DisasterRecord (see Figure 2.1), each layer can include a different Need class
or OpenStreetMap location features. To visualize the kinds of Needs effectively, they are
bound to their spatial footprints extracted using LNEx tool [8].

10

DisasterRecord Architecture
DisasterRecord uses three primary forms of data (see Figure 3.1): Streaming and Crowdsourced, pre-disaster, and satellite imagery data. The information extracted from text
streams (filtered using hashtags of the disaster event as well as event-related keywords) and
crowdsourced excel sheets provide situational awareness, including the various kinds of
help available at each location. The pre-disaster information available from OpenStreetMap
(sliced using a bounding box of the disaster event) represented the available help confirmed
or pruned using satellite images. The output from the flood mapping method by Liang et
al. [28] helped prune routes that were unavailable during the matching process for the
individuals seeking help.
The location extraction tool (LNEx [8]) extracts and attaches each location mentioned
in the tweet, to their lat-long information which locates tweet information on the map. To
classify the Need in georeferenced tweets, we trained a multi-feature ensemble machine
learning algorithm (i.e., Gradient Boosting Classifier) which fits regression trees. To overcome the problem of class imbalance in our training dataset, we used the Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) with SVM classifier (SVM-SMOTE) to synthetically
generate new instances of the minority class which are close to decision boundaries. Ultimately, this Need information is attached to the geo-coordinates obtained from the output
of LNEx to visualize the Needs on a map.
OpenStreetMap provides the metadata for locations (including names, types, and geocoordinates), which can be filtered and categorized to meet the requirements of location11

Figure 3.1: DisasterRecord system architecture
types. The flood map information is used to prune the flooded locations and not accessible
for help.

3.1

Implementation

DisasterRecord caches all of this information in Elasticsearch1 . The Need information and
location of a tweet indicate where the help is needed while OSM location features identify
where the help is available. We create the map layers on top of MapBox2 . DisasterRecord
ultimately then matches a Need in the ontology with the locations that can fulfill that Need
pruning all routes containing a flooded section according to the flood map.
Elasticsearch forms the back-end storage of processed and structured information
coming from a variety of sources. Web-sockets with Flask3 are utilized to assist dynamic
updating of tweets on the map. Javascript4 was used to build the front-end visualization
along with other frameworks like AJAX5 and Moment.js6 .

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elasticsearch
https://www.mapbox.com/
3
https://flask-socketio.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
4
https://www.javascript.com/
5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_(programming)
6
https://momentjs.com/
2
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Methods
DisasterRecord utilizes multimodal data coming from various sources, processes, and analyzes them to extract relevant information from these raw data. This multimodal information is combined to highlight richer, relevant and meaningful information to produce
highly reliable support system for critical decision making. DisasterRecord is designed
as per multiple users’ requirements and convenience, providing access to pertinent information for situational awareness. All of this information is organized and disseminated
as different layers of information on a map, associating appropriate information with their
respective geo-locations. Such geographical visualization of information enables decision
makers to strategize relief and response coordination with a sense of real-time situational
awareness.
The following sections describe the different data sources, the functionality of the
pipeline, and the map layers we employ that support the visualization of information. Figure 4.1 contains a summary of map layers and their purpose.

4.1

Data Sources

Figure 4.2 shows the variety of data that are exploited. DisasterRecord utilizes three data
sources: Crowd-sourced Textual Data (i.e., Twitter and Response Excel Sheets), OpenStreetMap, and Satellite Images.
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Figure 4.1: DisasterRecord map layers and functions

Figure 4.2: Data sources utilized in DisasterRecord

Twitter data corpus includes two groups. The first group contains a set of two targeted
streams from two disaster events, namely, the Chennai Flood in 2015 and Houston Flood
in 2016 [8]. The second group of crisis tweets is from CrisisNLP [22] and CrisisLexT26
[37] datasets labeled for their information type (e.g., affected individuals, donations, and
volunteering).
14

Figure 4.3: Crowdsourced Excel sheet related to Chennai Floods 2015

Figure 4.4: OpenStreetMap output for Houston
The first group of tweets is used to simulate the pipeline in a real disaster situation.
The second group is used to train a binary classifier to recognize the expression of Need in
tweets and expand the concepts in the underlying ontology (see Section 4.2).
Other crowd-sourced data from volunteers (contributed as Excel sheets) contains information about shelters and help requests/offers (e.g., Chennai Flood - List of Corporation
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and Relief Centres 1 , see Figure 4.3).

4.2

Location-Centric Ontological Modeling

The OpenStreetMap gazetteer provides location names and metadata (such as geo - coordinates) that produce the affordances of each location with respect to the needed help
(e.g., a hospital can provide rescue and medical support) allowing for matching a help offer
with a Need request from tweets. An example of the output from querying OpenStreetMap
with the location name “Houston” is presented in the Figure 4.4. Finally, the output of our
flood mapping tool [28], which uses satellite images, determines the flooded geo-points and
overlays this information on top of the map (see Figure 4.5) and helps prune the available
locations received from OpenStreetMap.
Determining spatially and temporally specific instances for coordinating resources
Needs benefit from a domain-specific location-centric event ontology for social media
data2 . Event location is key to both aggregation and analysis of related event instances.
Therefore, we created an event ontology that uses information from past disaster and risk
reports3 to enrich existing disaster event vocabularies.
This domain-specific location-centric event ontology captures the event type along
with thematic details (the WHAT), the spatial details (the WHERE) and the temporal details
(the WHEN) of a crisis event to support response and relief actions. The event ontology
formalizes disaster event related concepts, relationships, and vocabularies, and represent
both disaster domain knowledge and situation specific data. The event-related concepts
are composed of the Need classes (Shelter/Food/Supplies and Medical/Rescue Help) and
Availability classes. Need classes consists of curated related vocabularies (obtained from
1

https://rebrand.ly/reliefspreadsheet
What we mean by location-centric is the fact that the encoding of knowledge is centered around locations on the map allowing for better understanding of location affordances while being considered for Need
matching
3
such as by https://www.acaps.org/
2
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Figure 4.5: Example screenshot of the DisasterRecord tool showcasing flood mapping with
other layers of information.
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Medical/Rescue Help

Shelter/Food/Supplies

death

relief

injure

donate

missing

food

collapse

fund

trapped

assist

rubble

shelter

police

evacuate

found

volunteer

search

money

killed

blood

blast

contribute

Table 4.1: Example event taxonomies for the class Shelter/Food/Supplies and Medical/Rescue Help

Topic Modeling related corpus) and Availability classes consists of available help locations
(coming from OpenStreetMap) providing an “Available as” relations to the Need classes.
Thus, the event ontology helps featurize tweet text for classification into one of the Need
classes and assists efficient need matching with available locations.
Following the best practices in ontology development [35], we catalogued, evaluated,
and then reused portions of existing vocabularies that are relevant [3, 11, 15, 29, 32, 43,
44], enriched undifferentiated existing event taxonomy (see table 4.1) links with named
relations to support reasoning, and cater to integrating spatiotemporal context with the
data. Ultimately, the curated ontology forms an essential module of the pipeline as an aid
to Needs classification and matching of resources.
The DisasterRecord ontology represents the temporal distinction between the response
and relief phases of a disaster. The following section provides the method for modeling the
location-centric event ontology. The ontology is available online at https://github.
com/shrutikar/d-record.
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4.2.1

Concepts

The class “Concepts” includes two kinds of concepts: Needs and Availability. The class
OSMFeatures covers the affordances of various location types (i.e., OSM map features4 ) in
relation to the Need classes.

4.2.2

“Needs” Class Modeling

The set of keywords for a “Needs” concept was expanded using a topic model learned
from the labeled data for the two classes: Shelter/Food/Supplies and Medical/Rescue Help.
The output of Topic modeling helped to enrich the Need classes with class-related terms/concepts with a weight explaining their relevance to the respective class. The relevance
probability of each word to the Need class/topic functioned as a feature while training our
Need classifier is shown in Section 4.3.

Topic modeling
Class related data (i.e., Shelter/Food/Supplies Need or Medical/Rescue Help Need) were
collected, cleaned and processed (case folding, lemmatizing, stemming and removing “noisy”
lexical elements such as URLs, non-ASCII characters, mentions, punctuations, datasetspecific stopwords, numbers, and hashtags) before leveraging topic modeling techniques
on them. Topic models are summarization techniques to extract concepts or themes from a
corpus which are represented as a bag of words with their relative weights. A probabilistic
graphical topic model - Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)5 - a Bayesian version of pLSA
(Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) - was applied to each class separately to extract
key concepts. LDA discovers the topics that are present in the corpus by producing a product of two intermediate smaller matrices - a document to topic matrix and a word to topic
matrix, which results in a bag of words matrix with weights (see Figure 4.6).
4
5

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_Dirichlet_allocation
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Completely Justified

Quiet Justified

To be Reviewed

Remove

rubble

collapse

help

deadli

police

rescue

baby

control

army

team

old

find

relief

caution

water

emergency

power

hospital

response

devast

blast

benefit

aid

clean

force

evacuation

loss

factory

Table 4.2: Example choice of words and disambiguation by annotators.
In a corpus, multiple latent topics can be present in a document, and a word can belong to multiple topics. Therefore, we chose the prior parameters (hyperparameters) α (that
controls the distribution of topics in the corpus) as 0.1 and β (that controls the distribution
of words in each topic) as 50/W(W=total number of words in the corpus) where 50 is the
number of words in a topic. The number of topics is chosen as 2 (the two Need classes)
and the number of iterations was set to 100. The LDA output terms of each class were then
critically reviewed for their effectiveness and contribution to the respective class. Ambiguous terms like “Hospital”, “emergency”, “response” or “water” may appear in more than
one class. But their presence does not exclusively indicate each class. For example: “There
is water all over the place” and “There is no drinking water in this area” are semantically
different. Therefore, it was necessary to discard the ambiguous words and so, the terms
were initially categorized as “Completely Justified”, “Quiet Justified”, “To be Reviewed”
and “Remove” (see Table 4.2). Finally, these terms were reviewed critically and evaluation
by multiple annotators enabled removing the ambiguous terms.

Relevance Probability
LDA exposes vital concepts of a corpus and ranks them with a weight. LDA uses a generative probabilistic model where, given the number of topics present in the corpus, LDA
returns the bag of words belonging to each of these topics. Each of the terms in the cor20

Figure 4.6: Example output of LDA on Shelter/Food/Supplies Need. “Relief” is the word
mostly likely belonging to this class.

pus belongs to these topics with a probability score that we call “Relevance probability”.
The relevance probability of a term defines its existence/affinity to the respective topic. An
example output from LDA for the class Shelter/Food/Supplies Need is presented in Figure
4.6.

Normalizing and Smoothing Relevance Probability
The terms in Shelter/Food/Supplies Need concept had relevance probabilities ranging from
[0.001,0.042]. And, the terms in Medical/Rescue Help Need concept had relevance probabilities ranging from [0.001,0.028]. The distribution of relevance probability associated
with terms from the two classes was sparse, and so it was important to normalize the distributions to compare against the same scale of reference. Therefore, to normalize the
relevance scores associated with each term to [1,2] not [0,1] as few of the terms might
have their relevance frequency = 0. Ultimately we would want to multiply the frequency
of the terms present in a text with their normalized relevance scores. The terms multiplied
with zero relevance frequency would end up not contributing to the sentence vector. The
following standard method was utilized:
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Figure 4.7: Example output of LDA on Shelter/Food/Supplies Need with normalized
weights.

N ewV alue =

OldRange = OldM ax − OldM in

(4.1)

N ewRange = N ewM ax − N ewM in

(4.2)

(OldV alue − OldM in) × N ewRange
+ N ewM in
OldRange

(4.3)

Therefore, formulae for normalizing the relevance scores for the Shelter/Food/Supplies Need class to [1,2] is given below:

OldM ax = 0.028
OldM in = 0.001
OldRange = 0.028 − 0.001 = 0.027
N ewM ax = 2
N ewM in = 1
N ewRange = 2 − 1 = 1
N ewV alue =

(OldV alue − 0.001) × 1
+1
0.027
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Figure 4.8: Rescue/Medical Help Need class concepts.

After normalization, the new relevance score ranged between [1, 2] (see Figure 4.7).
Finally, the terms then obtained were encoded in the ontology under the classes: Shelter/Food/Supplies Need and Rescue/Medical Help class. An example of Rescue/Medical Help
class concepts in the ontology is shown in Figure 4.8.

4.2.3

“Availability” Class Modeling

The sub-classes of the Needs concept are mapped to the OSM Features sub-classes representing the options for available help at each location type (i.e., the affordances). For
example, hospital maps to the Medical/Rescue Help class and pharmacy maps to the Shelter/Food/Supplies Need class.
These distinctions are catalogued in Figure 4.9 and were embedded into the ontology.
Figure 4.10 depicts an example relationship modeling of OpenStreetMap locations (e.g.,
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Figure 4.9: Categorization of OpenStreetMap features.

Figure 4.10: Availability concept
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Figure 4.11: Location-centric event ontology
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Social Facility, Post Office, Fire Station, Rescue Station) “AvailableAs” Rescue Help.
Figure 4.11 shows WebVOWL6 visualization of our event ontology. The ontology
exposes relationships among Need classes and available locations of the same nature. For
instance, all “Health facilities” like “Clinics”, “Hospitals”, “Nursing homes” are available
as “Medical/Rescue help” Availability and few “Public Services” like “Shelter” and “Animal shelter” are available as “Shelter/Food/Supplies” Availability. To identify a text as
one of the Need classes, the taxonomies (see Table 4.1) of the Need class, along with their
scores of relevance contribute to a feature vector.

4.3

Text Classification

Every tweet text is associated with three crucial types of information: geographic location,
timestamp, and Need class. The timestamp of the tweet is obtained as metadata of the
tweet. The geographic location is obtained from the output of the tool LNEx - Location
Name Extractor [8]. We prefer the locations that are mentioned in the tweet over the geotagged locations as only a fractions of users enable their GPS location before posting an
update on Twitter. Moreover, we value the location that the tweet is talking about rather
than the location it is from. For instance, the previous example 1.1 has mentions of location
names “Chennai” and “Ashok nagar”. The tweet is not GPS enabled, and metadata of the
tweet refers to the user’s profile location which is “Mumbai” (see Figure 4.12) which is
about 800 miles away from the actual crisis event. Therefore, it is crucial for our usecase to consider the location names mentioned in the texts. The remainder of the section
explains the methodology for Need classification of the tweet text.
To leverage the existing labeled data from CrisisNLP and CrisisLexT26, we combined
the overlapping classes to form the two Need classes (see Table 4.3). We used tweets from
these datasets to train an ensemble learning algorithm - SVM-SMOTE enabled Gradient
6

http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/webvowl.html
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Figure 4.12: Location name mentioned in tweet text vs location in user’s profile
Need Class

CrisisNLP and CrisisLexT26 Classes

Shelter/Food/ Supplies Need

donation needs or offers or volunteering services,
displaced people and evacuation

Medical/Rescue Help Need

missing trapped or found people, deaths reports,
injured or dead people, affected people

Table 4.3: Our mapping of CrisisNLP and CrisisLexT26 classes

Boosting classifier which allows DisasterRecord to categorize any given crisis related text
into one of the two classes: Shelter/Food/Supplies Need or Medical/Rescue Help Need.
The Need class Shelter/Food/Supplies includes donations, volunteer services, and Needs
for food, water, shelter, or clothes. The Need class Medical/Rescue Help comprises affected
people, death reports and information on injured or dead people, missing or trapped people,
and other medical and rescue-related issues. The classified streaming text appears on the
map for matching.
The classifier had to capture tweet’s deeper semantics beyond a simple Bag-of-Words
model that lacks context. Instead, feature engineering [46] vectorizes the text sentences
to capture their semantics adequately. Before featurizing, the text was preprocessed using stemming, case folding and removing “noisy” lexical elements (such as URLs, non-
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ASCII characters, mentions, punctuations, dataset-specific stopwords, and hashtags). Finally, class imbalance is handled with SVM-SMOTE and using Gradient Boosting ensemble learning classifier with lexicon-based features, tf-idf vectors, and gensim’s word2vec
embeddings7 which showed the best results. Our tf-idf (term frequency - inverse document
frequency) method (calculated using equations 4.4 and 4.5), which is a frequency based
word embedding, reflects the uniqueness (based on frequency) of a term with respect to a
document in a corpus.

tf idfi,d = tfi,d · idfi

wi,d = tfi,d × log(

N
)
dfi

(4.4)

(4.5)

where tfi,d is the number of occurrences of i in j, dfi is number of documents containing
i, and N is the total number of documents in our dataset.

Gensim’s word2vec embedding

We use prediction based word embedding (bottom-

up semantics) which is capable of representing a word in N-dimensional space (an Ndimensional vector) capturing the context that a bag of words model fails to capture preserving the position of a word in a sentence. Each of these word vectors in a sentence is
combined (averaged) together to form a sentence vector.

Lexicon-based features

To capture top-down semantics, we computed some features

with the help of our event ontology (see Section 4.2). The idea is to multiply the frequency
of terms present in the sentence with their relevance probability scores from topic modeling presented in the event ontology (see Figure 4.7) so as to form a 2-dimensional vector
representing the two Need classes (i.e., Shelter/Food/Supplies and Medical/Rescue Help).
Each element in the vector represents the word frequency multiplied by its relevance score.
7

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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This vector was concatenated with the other features from TF-IDF and gensim’s word2vec
embeddings, which captures the semantics of a word by looking at the context where it was
mentioned as well as its frequency.
The size of tweets in the two Need classes (Shelter/Food/Supplies Need or Medical/Rescue Help Need) were 6256 and 7927 respectively and the third class (Others classnoot belonging to the two Need classes) were 2520. This class imbalance was reflected
in low F-scores, and thus there was a need to balance these classes efficiently in a way
to capture maximum knowledge. To adapt an algorithm that randomly under-samples the
majority class would miss strong examples contributing to the class. Similarly, randomly
over-sampling the minority class would add abnormality to the class. To address this class
imbalance problem intelligently, SVM-SMOTE8 over-sampled the minority class synthetically. In other words, to classify the difficult-to-classify samples correctly, SMOTE oversampled the most relevant examples of the minority class and prepared a balanced dataset
for training a classifier. Using a SVM (Support Vector Machine) to create hyperplane
boundaries and determining the near-line boundary class instances of the minority class,
improved the quality of balanced data received. This balanced data was then used to extract features and train an ensemble (a group of weak learners to produce a strong learner)
learning algorithm - Gradient boosting. Gradient Boosting output a predictive model by
running several iterations of many decision trees and thus is capable of making a strong
prediction of a class. The results and evaluations of the datasets are provided in Section 5.

4.4

Need Matching

The classified tweet Need is then matched to the nearest available location features as encoded in the ontology. Our flood mapping technique is used to prune away non-available
locations as well as flooded routes (see Section 4.4.1). The event ontology helped the
8

https://jair.org/index.php/jair/article/view/10302
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available location to be mapped to either of the classes with a relationship “Available as”
(see Figure 4.8) and thus assist Need matching with the availablecandidate locations. Further, the geo-coordinates of the Need and available location help is visually matched using
Mapbox Directions API9 .

4.4.1

Flood Mapping

Alirezaie et al. [9] provides a framework that enables path matching of instances by querying a satellite image. The regions mentioned in the query are first classified and then processed to find non-flooded path between them. LNEx along with OpenStreetMap in our
case, extracted and classified location types. The flood mapping technique by Liang et al.
[28] helped us in interpolating satellite imagery on a map in order to determine flooded
geo-coordinates (see Figure 4.5). The output of the flood mapping tool is a bitmap representing geo-coordinates with boolean values representing flooded or not (see Figure 4.13).
These flooded geo-coordinates are used in two ways: to eliminate flooded OpenStreetMap
locations and to prune away flooded/closed/inaccessible routes.
The geo-coordinates of a location received from OpenStreetMap (see Figure 4.4) are
checked against the output of the flood mapping tool. If flooded, the locations are considered as inaccessible/not capable of providing resources and are eliminated as potential
candidates for help.
While checking a route for its accessibility, each of the geo-coordinates falling on the
route are checked against the output of the flood mapping tool. The route is considered
accessible if and only if all the geo-coordinates falling on the route, starting from 5 km
from the source, to the destination geo-coordinate are not flooded. For example, in Figure
4.13, the routes in “red” are flooded and thus are inaccessible. Each geo-coordinate of the
route in “green” are not flooded and thus is chosen as the optimal route from the source to
9

https://www.mapbox.com/help/define-directions-api/
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Figure 4.13: Bitmap illustration of Flood mapping and route pruning
destination.

4.5

Data Visualization

Flask server with Websockets were used to host the map visualization that updates dynamically. A map by Mapbox10 was used as a base layer and was overlaid with other sources
of information. Icons of Needs and Availability (see Figure 4.1) of both the classes were
attached to their respective geo-locations. Finally, Need matching was carried out with
Mapbox Directions API11 for turn-by-turn directions.
DisasterRecord has been designed for two kinds of users : Community-level users
(First Responders e.g. police or firefighter) and Individual level users (Affected people).
The individual level of analysis provides situational awareness by providing real-time reports of flooded areas around their location vicinity, nearby Needs and available help to
participate in response and relief coordination and route guidance to match Needs. Other
functionality provided as part of the aggregate level analysis for a community level is de10
11

https://www.mapbox.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/help/define-directions-api/
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scribed in the following section.

4.5.1

Data Aggregation

During a crisis event, the crisis responders at a response and relief center can easily get
overwhelmed with the amount of streaming information. Although there have been tools
[36] to assist first responders to visualize crowdsourced data on a map and match these with
available help (by human-moderators), none provide a high-level summary of a location,
which is essential for a decision maker.
Features like geographical area aggregation summary in the form of Needs Objects
present in the images and thematic details in the form of word clouds, are provided by
DisasterRecord as part of the aggregate level of analysis (see Section 6). Such aggregated
view reduces the burden of manual analysis and make it suitable for visual inspection,
highlighting high-level location-specific concepts, preserving low-level details.
Furthermore, the user is given the flexibility to choose any geographic area and its
extent by drawing a bounding box over a map. As shown in the screenshot in Figure 4.14,
drawing a bounding box over an area (Chennai airport in Figure 4.14), provides the user
with an aggregated summary of the location by giving the count of tweets belonging to the
two Need classes (Shelter/Food/Supplies Need or Medical/Rescue Help Need), the number
of tweets with flooded images containing objects like animals, persons and vehicles, and
the number of available location helps for the two Need classes.
The user can choose to view the Need tweets that are aggregated on the basis of mentioned location names (see Figure 4.15). Furthermore, selection of either Need class provides the user with a thematic summary of the location with a word cloud. For example,
in Figure 4.15, selection of Medical/Rescue Help Need lists the location aggregated tweets
and provides a word cloud highlighting the themes like “airport remain shut” and “till tomorrow” which can be found when we look into specific tweets with the location name
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Figure 4.14: Example screenshot of the aggregate analysis of DisasterRecord tool.

mentioned “Chennai airport” (see Figure 4.16).
The theme changes to “help” and “togetherness” when the user selects Shelter/Food/Supplies Need as the tweets talk about providing shelter around the area (see Figure 4.17).
DisasterRecord also provides functionality to peek into images associated with the
tweets that are flooded and contain flooded entities like animals, person, vehicles using external APIs for image classification and object detection. Examples include flooded runway
with people (see Figures 4.18) and an airplane in a flood (see Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.15: Example screenshot of the aggregate analysis of DisasterRecord tool.

Figure 4.16: Aggregate analysis of region “Chennai Airport” showcasing Medical/Rescue
Help Need related locations and thematic details.
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Figure 4.17: Aggregate analysis of region “Chennai Airport” showcasing Shelter/Food/Supplies Need related locations and thematic details.

Figure 4.18: Aggregate analysis of region “Chennai Airport” showcasing flooded images
involving persons.
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Figure 4.19: Aggregate analysis of region “Chennai Airport” showcasing flooded images
involving vehicles.
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Results and Evaluation
The experiments used our Chennai and Houston datasets, containing 169,838 and 415,057
tweets, respectively (see Section 4.1). From these tweets, LNEx extracted 85,564 locations
from the Chennai dataset and 241,684 locations from Houston dataset. As for the number
of OpenStreetMap location features, 1,103 and 2,826 locations were retrieved for the affected areas of Chennai and Houston, respectively (see Table 5.2). Other crowdsource data
received from the Excel sheets were relatively few, around 41 locations (see Section 4.1).
SVM with SMOTE (to overcome class imbalance) and the Gradient Boosting Algorithm performed the best and achieved a 0.81 F-Score in the Need classification task. The
experimental results of different classifiers with different feature sets are provided in Table
5.1. We tested it using the leave-one-out technique (i.e., testing on one dataset and training
that utilized the rest). DisasterRecord extracted locations from tweets to support plotting
these tweets on the map (see Section 4.4).

5.1

Comparison with State-of-the-art Tools

In comparison with the state of the art techniques (see Section 2), each of DisasterRecord’s
modules is novel and shows improvement in performance as compared to the state of the
art techniques.
Our event ontology (see Section 4.2) bridges the gap in state-of-the-art techniques by
introducing spatial, temporal, thematic, response details improving coverage. For Need
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Feature set

With Class imbalance

Without Class imbalance

RF

SVM

GB

RF

SVM

GB

tf-idf

0.499

0.569

0.58

0.552

0.607

0.632

word2vec

0.53

0.59

0.6

0.582

0.66

0.68

tf-idf + word2vec

0.6

0.638

0.71

0.667

0.721

0.77

tf-idf + word2vec + lexicon based features

0.686

0.712

0.74

0.705

0.779

0.81

Table 5.1: Classifier performance results of Feature engineering over unsampled and sampled datasets.
Datasets

Chennai Flood 2015

Houston Flood 2016

Original number of tweets

169,838

415,057

Locations extracted with LNEx

85,564

241,684

OSM-featured Locations

1103

2,826

Table 5.2: Locations extracted from tweet text and OpenStreetMap
classification, techniques are leveraged to identify either information types or major events
in social media data (see Section 2.2). Since our use-case involves the classification of two
event types, it is incomparable to the existing techniques. Our Need classification technique
(see Section 4.3) efficiently identifies the Needs while capturing the semantics involved.
The Need matching techniques in the state of the art (see Section 2.3) are either based on
matching structured data by human-moderators or is carried out by rule-based systems, or
are based on the assumption that all routes are accessible. Our novel approach involving
Flood mapping technique (see Section 4.4.1) along with our event ontology (see Section
4.2) assists effective Need matching. Finally, our visualization tool outperforms the existing
visualization tools (see Section 2.5) of social media data for robust analysis by providing
multiple features for variety of users. Overall, DisasterRecord is a novel tool that provides
multi-scale (spatial, temporal, thematic, response details) and multi-modal streaming data
(data from variety of sources like social media, crowd-sourced, pre-disaster data, OpenStreetMap, Satellite imagery) aggregation (analysis and summarization) and processing
for decision support (response and relief coordination) during natural disasters.
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Demonstration
DisasterRecord meets the requirements of a variety of users. A humanitarian organization
may analyze the situation at the aggregated community level for deploying and mobilizing
necessary help. A first response coordinator can monitor a specific type of emergency
needs. Affected individuals may need to know about the nearest available help. Persons
wishing to provide support can identify current needs in the geographic proximity for the
type of assistance they can offer.

6.1

Community Level Analysis

In the aggregation level of analysis, DisasterRecord analyzes, categorizes, and geolocates
location names extracted from non-georeferenced tweets. It visualizes aggregated information in a selected geographical bounding box. DisasterRecord eliminates the low-level
clutter to surface essential information about disasters to responders. It also abstracts and
categorizes data to provide community-level analysis and insights (see Figure 6.1). Upon
choosing a location of interest, the key aggregated information includes:
1. Location-specific textual data:
• Categorizing tweets to need types A
• Aggregating tweets with respect to location vicinity B
2. Location-specific image features C :
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Figure 6.1: Example screenshot of the aggregate analysis of DisasterRecord tool.

• Filtering for Flooded images
• Detecting objects of interest to assess severity and needs, including objects like
people (to allow for learning about the disaster impact), animals (for monitoring
livestock), and vehicles (to assess traffic maneuverability).
3. Location-specific available help:
• Categorization of OpenStreetMap features to types and their counts D
4. Location-specific thematic profile:
• Highlighting and summarizing the most discussed concepts in a region E

6.2

Individual Level Analysis

In DisasterRecord, users can choose the time range by which they wish to filter the data (see
Figure 6.2). Then, they can select the desired map layers to visualize them from section A
40

Figure 6.2: Example screenshot of the DisasterRecord tool showcasing temporal selection.

Figure 6.3: Example screenshot of individual level of analysis of DisasterRecord tool.
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marked in Figure 6.3. To match a Need, the user clicks on the orange icons, as in 1 , which
shows a textbox with the tweet text and the extracted location. Users can click on a “Match
Need” button to get the closest and non-flooded nearby location which can provide help
for the given Need, as in 2 . Users obtain the matched location information by hovering
the mouse over the green icons as in 3 . The tool will provide the full information of
the matched location and the contact number if available with the turn-by-turn directions
obtained using Mapbox directions API1 as shown in 4 . Thus, Individual Level analysis
preserves and presents the low-level details as situational awareness and provides action
dissemination to the users.

1

https://www.mapbox.com/help/define-directions-api/
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Conclusions and Future Work
Our multi-scale and multi-modal streaming data aggregation and processing system allows
for supporting individual and aggregated level analysis to inform decision making during
natural disasters.
A domain-specific location-centric event ontology is crucial for situation awareness
and disaster response. We demonstrated in this thesis our DisasterRecord pipeline for
Need-offer matching and discussed the functionality of the system and the multi-modal
data used to fire its engine. The pipeline can be used to match coarse-grained Needs with
possible suppliers meaningfully using location information available on the map. In the
future, a finer-grained classifier can be designed to do more flexible or specific matching.
Additionally, we can develop a custom entity extractor [7], to extract emerging entities during the onset of a disaster for more advanced spatiotemporal reasoning. Weather data and
background knowledge can also be used to mark flood-prone areas to help in preparedness
in addition to response. To empower first and local responders, we can bring this pipeline
for broader use by the disaster response community and port it to smartphones.
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